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Fullerene growth and the role of nonclassical isomers
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We report results of a survey of the energetics and stability of classical and 1-heptagon nonclassical
fullerene clusters in the range of sizes C30 to C70, using both total-energy tight-binding and first-principles
density functional theory methods. We conclude from this survey that 1-heptagon isomers of high stability
exist at every nuclearity, and that these nonclassical isomers play an important part in the growth mechanism
of fullerenes.
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The discovery1,2 of C60 has fueled an intense debate in t
scientific community over the question of how fulleren
form and grow.3 Fullerenes only become topologically po
sible from C20 onward ~excluding C22), so one question is
how fullerenes are formed~from other clusters! and at what
size range this occurs, and another is how~once formed! they
continue to grow to larger sized fullerenes. Two propos
exist for the formation mechanism, known as thepentagon
road4 and the ring road.5,6 The pentagon road has bee
largely dismissed, because the precursors and intermed
envisaged in this mechanism have never been found ex
mentally. The ring road, on the other hand, has been stro
backed by experiments5,6 and is now the accepted mech
nism of formation. As for the question of growth, our ma
concern in this Brief Report, we know of only one propos
mechanism, known as thefullerene road.7 The fullerene road
assumes that these grow by the incorporation of dimers
perhaps other small clusters into already existing fuller
cages. Recently, this mechanism has received strong ex
mental support,8 and it is now widely considered as the be
explanation for fullerene growth currently available. In sp
of this, its mechanistic details remain rather obscure. In
Brief Report we present theoretical arguments that stron
indicate that nonclassical9 fullerene structures~containing
heptagons! play an important role in understanding fullere
growth and help to explain the great abundance of cer
cluster sizes, such as C60. We base this conclusion on th
following observations:~i! nonclassical one-heptagon is
mers are competitive in energy with classical isomers;~ii !
simple mechanisms exist for incorporating a carbon dim
into the heptagonal ring of a one-heptagon isomer;~iii ! in
certain circumstances, one of these mechanisms can lea
rectly @i.e., without requiring any subsequent Stone-Wale10

~SW! relaxation# from low energy one-heptagon isomers
size Cn to the most stable classical isomers of size Cn12; and
~iv! the mechanisms referred to in~ii ! have activation energy
barriers similar to or lower than those for the incorporati
of carbon dimers into classical fullerene structures. Let
now discuss these observations.

The comparative stability of one-heptagon isomers. We
have performed a systematic study of classical and o
heptagon nonclassical isomers of fullerenes in the range30
to C70. Isomer structures were generated using theSPIRAL
0163-1829/2001/63~19!/193403~4!/$20.00 63 1934
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algorithm11 in an implementation by Brinkmannet al.12 Our
aim was to study the relative stability of the different isome
in the range of sizes indicated above. Using a tight-bind
~TB! model13 due to Porezag and co-workers,14 we relaxed
the structures of classical and nonclassical one-heptagon
mers from C30 to C70 using the conjugate gradient
technique,15 obtaining the energy ordering of each isomer
each fullerene size considered. We systematically consid
all the classical isomers in the range C30 to C70. The same
was done with the one-heptagon isomers, but only in
range C30 to C58. Above this size the number of possib
isomers containing one heptagon is so large as to mak
exhaustive study of all structures prohibitive. We therefo
used the generalized isolated pentagon rule~GIPR! of
Fowler et al.16 to select several hundreds of the most pro
ising isomers according to how well they fulfilled the GIPR
and relaxed only these. The GIPR states that the most st
fullerene cages are those that, having a minimum numbe
pentagon-pentagon adjacencies, maximize the numbe
pentagon-heptagon adjacencies. We have not considered
mers containing more than one heptagon, or other type
ring such as squares.17 Each of the classical and one
heptagon isomers considered was found to lead to a dis
minimum in the potential energy surface. In order to co
roborate the accuracy of the results obtained with the
model, the four classical and one-heptagon isomers at e
cluster size that were predicted by TB to be the most sta
were also analyzed using density functional theory~DFT!
combined with the pseudopotential method and the lo
density approximation~LDA !, calculations that were carrie
out with theSIESTA code.18 We found that, up to the numbe
of isomers considered for each cluster size, the energy or
ing predicted by both methods was generally the same,
when it was not, the total energies of the two clusters that
methods predicted to be in reverse energy ordering were
small ~less than 0.04 eV!. A full account of these calcula
tions will be reported elsewhere.19

In Fig. 1 we illustrate the results obtained. It is obvio
from these results that as the cluster size is increased
difference of total energies per atom between the most st
isomer of each kind is reduced. In particular, in the rang
from C52 to C58 and C62 to C68, energy differences are ver
small, and in one particular case, C62, a one-heptagon struc
©2001 The American Physical Society03-1
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ture exists that is predicted to be more stable than any o
classical counterparts, in agreement with the results
Ayuelaet al.20 But perhaps the most noteworthy observati
to be extracted from Fig. 1 is the fact that C48, C58, and C68
are all cases in which the most stable one-heptagon isom
particularly close in energy to the overall most stable~clas-
sical! isomer. This will be relevant when we consider grow
by dimer addition along the fullerene road mechanism
low.

In Fig. 2 we show the energy distribution of C58 isomers.
As seen in the inset, although the most stable isomer

FIG. 1. Energies of the most stable isomer~circles!, least stable
isomer ~diamonds!, and average~squares! for classical and one-
heptagon isomers in the range C30 to C70. Filled symbols corre-
spond to classical isomers, and empty ones to nonclassical o
The energy is given with respect to that of an infinite graphe
sheet.

FIG. 2. Histogram of C58 isomers~classical and one-heptagon!
vs energy. The inset shows the lower left corner of the distribut
Energies are given with respect to a flat infinite graphene shee
19340
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classical one, the second most stable isomer is not, this b
only 0.35 eV~0.21 according to the DFT calculations! above
the most stable structure. The number of one-heptagon
mers in this range of sizes is much larger than that of
classical ones,21 yet our results show that the range of ene
gies spanned by the classical and one-heptagon isome
not very different~see Figs. 1 and 2!. This means that a
intermediate sizes~above C50, say! there will be many one-
heptagon isomers having energies close to that of any c
sical isomer; in particular, this is true for the low lying cla
sical isomers. This observation alone would lead one
consider the possibility of one-heptagon isomers playing
important role in the growth process of fullerenes, but th
are further considerations that strengthen this view.

Let us remark at this point that the results described t
far agree with earlier work in this field. In particular, the C62
structure found to be most stable in our search coincides w
that reported by Ayuelaet al.20 Our conclusions regarding
the relative stability of classical and one-heptagon full
ene clusters extend the results of Fowleret al.16 and Alber-
tazzi et al.22 for the particular case of C40. The possible in-
volvement of heptagon-containing structures in the proc
of fullerene fragmentation and annealing has been repo
by Murry et al.23 and by Xu and Scuseria.24

The reaction of carbon dimers with fullerene cages. As
noted above, the available experimental data5,6,8accumulated
in recent years seem to favor the fullerene road over
pentagon road. This being the case, it is important to c
sider how carbon dimers can be incorporated into alre
closed fullerene structures. To our knowledge, only two p
sible mechanisms have been so far proposed,25 and they are
illustrated in Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!. In view of the relatively
high stability of many one-heptagon cages, we deem it n
essary to consider other mechanisms for dimer incorpora
involving heptagonal rings. These mechanisms are illustra
in Figs. 3~c!, 3~d!, and 3~e!. The reaction illustrated in Fig
3~c! converts a one-heptagon structure into a class
fullerene by addition of a dimer and is a straightforwa
generalization of Fig. 3~a!. However, in spite of the similari-
ties there is an important and far-reaching difference: wh
reactions of type 3~a! lead necessarily to isomers with a pe
tagon adjacency@and thus relatively less stable, according
the GIPR~Ref. 16!#, this need not be the case for reactions
type 3~c!. Indeed, we have found that a dimer-incorporati
reaction of type 3~c! exists that, starting from the most stab
one-heptagon isomer of C58 leads directly to theI hC60 iso-
mer of C60 @see Figs. 4~e!–4~f!#. This is not possible from
any of the classical isomers of C58 via reactions of type 3~a!
or 3~b! without invoking a certain amount of SW
relaxation.26 That this is so for reactions of type 3~a! is im-
mediately apparent since theI hC60 has no pentagon adjacen
cies. The corroboration of this statement for reactions of ty
3~b! is less obvious but straightforward, employing arg
ments based on the adjacency matrices27 of the clusters in-
volved. This path toI h C60 could partly explain why this
cluster is observed in such high abundance in the mass s
tra of carbon clusters. Reactions 3~d! and~e! illustrate how a
one-heptagon cluster can result from a dimer addition on
one-heptagon or classical cluster, respectively.
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We should stress that, except for reaction 3~b!, which
should have a higher activation energy barrier due to the
that four bonds need to be broken before the reaction
take place, all other reactions should have similar activa
energies~only two bonds are broken in each case!, and
should therefore occur with roughly equal probability.

Taking into account these different possibilities for dim
incorporation into closed cages, it is immediately appar
that a large number of possible growth paths exist, and
not possible to invoke a single path as responsible
fullerene growth. Indeed, we have identified many su
paths involving low energy isomers, both classical and o
heptagon. Given that reactions 3~a!, 3~c!, 3~d!, and 3~e!
should all have similar activation energy barriers, it is m
probable that at some stage during the growth a clu
adopts nonclassical structures, at least temporarily. For m
closed cages there is a large number of sites suitable
reactions of type 3~e! which result in one-heptagon struc
tures. In fact, our survey reveals that typically there are tw
as many of these sites as of either 3~a! or 3~b! in any one

FIG. 3. Possible mechanisms for the incorporation of carb
dimers into closed fullerene cages. The broad dark lines repre
the approaching dimer; the discontinuous lines represent the n
formed bonds after the reaction, and the parallel narrow lines m
the bonds broken in the process.~a! and ~b! show two paths for
structures involving pentagons and hexagons only; in~b! the shaded
atoms are the ones originally forming the dimer.~c! shows a pos-
sible path involving the heptagonal ring of a nonclassical o
heptagon cage which leads to a classical isomer;~d! shows a dimer
addition onto a one-heptagon isomer resulting in another o
heptagon structure; and~e! shows how a one-heptagon cluster c
result from the addition of a dimer to a classical fullerene structu
19340
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cluster. We have found that all mechanisms illustrated in F
3 involving low energy isomers of Cn tend to lead to low
energy isomers of Cn12. On the other hand, high energ
isomers of Cn will not generally lead to low energy isomer
of Cn12, and therefore these reactions should not be sign
cant sources of relaxation. However, it is likely that suf
cient time elapses between two consecutive dimer incor
ration reactions to allow the system to relax via the S
mechanism.10,26 In favorable cases, a dimer incorporation r
action may release enough energy to activate the SW re
ation process and thus gain further stability.

As an example of fullerene growth involving one
heptagon isomers, we illustrate in Fig. 4 one of the poss
paths that exist from C50 (D5h) to C60 (I h), both being the
most stable clusters of their size. All the intermediate o
heptagon clusters shown in Figs. 4~b!, 4~c!, 4~d!, and 4~e! are
highly stable, having energies of only 0.033~0.016!, 0.024
~0.018!, 0.020 ~0.021!, and 0.006~0.004! eV/atom higher
than the most stable cluster of each size, according to our
~DFT-LDA! calculations. Note that this path requires no S
relaxation10 in order to reach C60 (I h). We stress that this is
by no means the only possible path linking C50 (D5h) and
C60 (I h); however, the C58 one-heptagon isomer shown i
Fig. 4~e! is the only one leading@via reaction 3~c!# to C60
(I h) directly. All other possible paths that do not involve th
isomer will require some degree of SW relaxation. Applyi
the same procedure as illustrated in Fig. 4 to C60 I h leads to
C70 D5h .

Considering all the above, a picture of fullerene grow
emerges that does not conform to a unique mechanism,
rather consists of a multitude of possible growth pat
which can involve both classical and nonclassical fullere
isomers. The different growth paths may link at each nuc
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FIG. 4. One-heptagon route from C50 (D5h) ~a! to C60 (I h) ~f!.
The mechanism involves the generation of a one-heptagon non
sical isomer of C52 by the addition of a carbon dimer via reactio
3~e!. Further addition of carbon dimers at the heptagonal ring@via
reaction 3~d!# causes the heptagonal ring to rotate around the fi
fold axis of the initial C50 (D5h) structure, as shown in~c! for C54,
~d! for C56, and ~e! for C58. When a fifth carbon dimer is added
this last structure produces C60 (I h).
3-3
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arity by means of SW isomerizations, thus further increas
the number of possibilities. It seems to us unlikely that m
bility experiments could discriminate between one-hepta
and classical fullerenes, due to their structural similar
however, vibrational spectroscopy may offer a better cha
of experimentally testing the involvement of one-heptag
isomers during fullerene growth. We return to this importa
issue in a forthcoming publication.19 We have shown how
the presence of certain high stability one-heptagon clus
can facilitate the formation of magic number clusters by p
19340
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viding a direct link to them. Such is the case of the C58

one-heptagon isomer illustrated in Fig. 4~e!, which provides
a direct link to C60 I h .
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